E-Z Warehouse Manager
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M AN AG E YOUR W AREHOUSE FOR
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GRE ATER PROFI TS AND EFFI CIENCY

W ar e ho u se Need s
• B u ilt - i n Int eg ra t io n W it h
Sa ge P r o E RP Ac co u nt i n g

PSSI’s E-Z Warehouse Manager makes it easy to
manage inventory and expedite picking and shipping
with greater efficiency. E-Z WMS operates as a
standalone warehouse management system while also
linking to the Sage Pro ERP system for full-circle
integration from warehouse to accounting. It can
import sales orders, create packing lists for the day’s shipments,
allocate inventory, scan units and bins, and expedite shipping and
invoicing, while allowing for a wide variety of stocking units.

• Ea sy t o S po t P ur c ha si n g a nd
Re cei v i n g E r r o r s
• U ti liz e s W eb - B a s ed
H a n dh el ds fo r Acc ur ac y

Best of all… a complete E-Z Warehouse Manager system including hardware, software, training, customization and ‘go-live’ assistance sells for less than half the cost of most “name” WMS systems.
And yet our users tell us it’s quick to install and learn; it’s modifiable to conform to your unique requirements; and it will integrate
with your Sage Pro ERP accounting right out of the box.
6561 Lonewolf Drive #200
South Bend, IN 46628

Please call for a free consultation
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E-Z Warehouse Manager
Product Summary
About PSSI

For over two decades, the team at
Productivity Strategies & Solutions,
Inc. has been helping companies
across the nation improve operations
and profits by aligning their I.T. strategies with their business goals.
Located in the heart of the Midwest,
PSSI specializes in manufacturing and
distribution solutions aimed at companies that want to grow.
We do this by providing several distinct,
world-renown Enterprise Resource
Planning systems, and then using our
highly experienced and credentialed
tech teams to implement solutions that
save our clients money, enhance their
customers’ experiences and improve
their bottom lines.
Since 1987, we’ve helped hundreds of
companies manage better through
automation — as documented by our
dozens of client Case Studies.
To learn more about how PSSI can
save your firm money, improve operations, bolster customer service and
grow your business, contact us directly
at any of the numbers below.
We’re here to help!

E-Z Warehouse Manager is a standalone warehouse management
system with the ability to link to the Sage Pro ERP (TM) accounting
and inventory system (links to other accounting systems are planned).
E-Z WMS solves many of the problems typically confronted by warehouse managers: mis-shipments… loss of inventory… time wasted
searching for product… misplaced inventory… late deliveries… poor
order fulfillment accuracy… reporting difficulties… and so on. The
system allows for real-time access to warehouse information and enables careful management of key business metrics.
E-Z WMS is a Windows-based software application developed exclusively by PSSI that utilizes intelligent handheld scanners linked wirelessly (via network access points, or routers) to a Windows-based web
server. The use of common hardware, Microsoft Windows compliance, a web interface and the intuitive look and feel of E-Z WMS make
the system quick to install, easy to implement, and very cost effective.
In fact, our research shows that the overall installation costs associated
with E-Z WMS are generally less than half the costs of other warehouse systems. The system has proven faster to learn (and thus become productive) than any other system we’ve seen.
While E-Z WMS maintains its own separate inventory database of your
warehouse, the product has been developed to integrate with the Sage
Pro ERP system. Simply put, this means that Sage Pro users gain the
added benefit of rapid inventory validation comparisons between E-Z
WMS and Sage Pro. This permits either warehouse or accounting to
quickly spot and correct any discrepancies, via exceptions. No more
combing through extensive inventory reports trying to find and fix
anomalies: only the errors show up, making inventory reconciliation
and correction a snap!
An added benefit of this inventory comparison capability is that cycle
counts of an entire warehouse can be accomplished with speed and
ease. And with our newest version of E-Z WMS, we’ve added the
ability to ship and/or bill either from the warehouse or from accounting
(using Sage Pro’s logic), depending on user preferences and privileges.

Productivity Strategies
& Solutions, Inc.
6561 Lonewolf Dr., Suite 200
South Bend, IN 46628

Phone:
574-239-2444
Toll Free: 877-273-2444
Fax:
574-239-8915
www.pssiusa.com

E-Z WMS eliminates the paper-chase too often associated with managing a warehouse, while providing key employees with information on
multiple work centers that allows them to manage better.
And best of all, E-Z WMS users have achieved improved inventory
turns and created more ‘build to order’ opportunities, with faster movement from order to fulfillment, resulting in significant time and labor
savings — just one more way to help your bottom line.
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Sample
Screen
Shots
From
E-Z WMS

E-Z Warehouse Manager
Control Screen

E-Z Warehouse Manager’s Control Screen provides warehouse managers with instantly refreshable updates on
all sales orders, purchase orders, picking details and line items being managed at any time. Conveniently available reports and custom filter options allow managers to maintain full control over every detail of warehouse
picking, packing and shipping operations — all from one convenient console.

Purchase / Sales Orders Screen

E-Z Warehouse Manager displays all current Sales Orders and Purchase Orders
currently in the system for quick review and warehouse action.

Pack Size Maintenance

E-Z Warehouse Manager supports multi-level pack sizes by item
which include user-defined specifications for Quantity, Weight and
Cube size. Optional serial and lot number tracking are also supported
on each item throughout the warehouse, as well as item barcoding.
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E-Z Warehouse Manager
Hardware Requirements

What Users Say...
“E-Z WMS allows us to run our operation
with as few as one-sixth the number of
employees our competition uses!”

•

“The speed at which our warehouse team
was able to learn to use the system was
another plus. I can teach someone all they
need to know to use the system to pick
orders in about fifteen minutes.”

•
•
•

“E-Z WMS has virtually eliminated our misshipments. The discipline required by the
system in picking, packing and shipping
makes the process faster and provides a
much higher degree of accuracy than was
possible prior to this deployment.”

•

“We have significantly improved our ability
to compare inventory levels to our accounting inventory, thus allowing for complete
cycle counts of the entire warehouse at the
touch of a button.”
“We’re realizing improved inventory turns.
With E-Z WMS, we can schedule shorter
production runs, create more ‘build to
order’ opportunities and enable faster
movement from order to shipment. We just
couldn’t do those kinds of things without
it!”
“E-Z WMS has eliminated all the spikes in
our inventory counts. It has reduced mistakes, sped up shipping and made a major
difference in our comfort level at year-end.
It’s unbelievable the difference it has made
in a year.”
“We’ve gained more than a 25% increase
in order ship rates while total warehouse
staff has actually decreased.”
“Without this software, our
shipping could never have kept
up with our sales increases.”

Productivity Strategies
& Solutions, Inc.

For Host Web Server: A Windows-based workstation
running Windows IIS
Wireless Network Access Points (wireless routers)
Wireless Handhelds (recommend Dolphin 95xx)
For WMS Manager Console: A standard Windowsbased workstation
Label Printer and Laser Printer

To learn more about how E-Z Warehouse Manager
can improve your warehouse operations, contact
PSSI to schedule a FREE preliminary consultation
and software demonstration.
Learn how you can gain the benefits of an efficiently
automated warehouse management system for less
than half the cost of other WMS systems.
And if you are a user of Sage Pro ERP accounting
systems, ask about our unique integration with
Sage Pro, and why other Sage Pro users have
turned to PSSI’s warehouse management solution
to improve their bottom lines! Call today:

877-273-2444

“We feel twice as secure due to
the system’s checks and balances. The accounting matches
the WMS, or at worst we can
quickly identify and correct the
variances.”

6561 Lonewolf Dr., Suite 200
South Bend, IN 46628

Phone:
574-239-2444
Toll Free: 877-273-2444
Fax:
574-239-8915
www.pssiusa.com

For over 20 years PSSI has been implementing robust business management
systems to distribution and manufacturing firms across the Midwest. As an
authorized partner of Sage Software, Microsoft Corp. and others, we help
clients deploy effective business information solutions on-time and on-budget.
Call us today for a free initial consultation. We’re here to help!
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